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Abstract There is a complex correlation among the data of scientific papers. The phenomenon reveals the data 
characteristics, laws, and correlations contained in the data of scientific and technological papers in specific fields, 
which can realize the analysis of scientific and technological big data and help to design applications to serve 
scientific researchers. Therefore, the research on mining and searching the association relationship of scientific 
papers based on deep learning has far-reaching practical significance. 
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Different from the keyword matching method of the 

traditional search mode, the search of scientific papers is 
aimed at scientific researchers, which has efficient and 
accurate search requirements and needs to further 
explore the correlation relationship between scientific 
papers in the search results. In addition, the study 
relating to scientific paper faces many challenges, such 
as the accuracy of category segmentation, the 
effectiveness of entity extraction, and other problems, 
the traditional keyword matching search mode cannot 
effectively solve these problems. Feature semantic 
learning is carried out on the basis of existing scientific 
papers, so as to discover potential semantic correlations 
in scientific papers and establish a public semantic 
representation space of scientific papers from different 
sources. Based on interest ranking, relevance ranking, 
feedback mechanism, and ranking optimization 
mechanism, one can realize the retrieval and sorting of 
scientific papers and efficient partition indexing of 
inaccurate multi-channel information input. Furthermore, 
based on the deep association model, through the in-
depth mining and analysis of the searched massive 
scientific and technological papers, the extraction and 
display of specialized, personalized, and orderly 
associations can be realized. 

Basic knowledge 

Pre-trained model is a pre-trained and saved network 
that was previously trained on a large dataset. The basic 
idea of this natural language representation is used in a 

series of applications ranging from Word2vec[1] to 
BERT[2]. Pre-trained language models are commonly 
used models recently. As a method of generating word 
vectors to pre-train neural networks, Word2vec is the 
first method to use pre-training natural language. 
Attention mechanism, the purpose of which is to make 
the model simulate the human attention mechanism to 
pay attention to important information. ELMo[3] 
generates dynamic word vector representation according 
to the context on this basis, and transformer is a feature 
extractor that uses the self-attention mechanism. 
Therefore, the performance of the language model has 
been greatly improved. BERT pre-training uses a large 
amount of corpus, the general semantic representation 
ability is better, and the Transformer structure feature 
extraction ability of BERT is stronger. Chinese BERT is 
based on word granularity pre-training, which can 
reduce the impact of unregistered words (OOV). Using 
position vectors to model text position information can 
solve the structural limitations of semantics. 

Recent research shows that pre-trained language 
models play a crucial role in deep learning downstream 
tasks. Since the release of the super-large-scale pre-
trained language model GPT-3[4] in the English domain, 
the training process of similar models in the Chinese 
domain has attracted much attention. The world's largest 
Chinese pre-trained language model PLUG with 27 
billion parameters and 1TB+ training data has refreshed 
Chinese language understanding in the historical record 
of the evaluation benchmark CLUE classification list. 

 



 

Graph representation learning are methods for 
transforming nodes, edges, and features into a vector 
space (lower dimensional) while maximally preserving 
properties such as graph structure and information. 
Recent research shows that there are multiple ways to 
learn graph embedding representations, each with 
different levels of granularity. Deepwalk[5] belongs to 
one of the graph embedding techniques using walks, a 
concept in graph theory that enables graph traversal by 
moving from one node to another as long as they are 
connected to common edges. Node2vec[6] was one of the 
first deep learning attempts to learn from graph-
structured data. Node2vec has a walking bias variable 𝛼 
which is parameterized by 𝑝  and 𝑞 . The parameter p 
prioritizes the breadth-first search (BFS) process, while 
the parameter q prioritizes the depth-first search (DFS) 
process. Then the decision of where to go next is 
influenced by the probability 1/ 	𝑝  or 1/ 𝑞 . As a 
modification of the node2vec variant, graph2vec[7] 

essentially learns to embed subgraphs of graphs. These 
predetermined subgraphs have a set of edges specified 
by the user. Likewise, the latent subgraph embeddings 
are passed to the neural network[8][9] for classification. 
Unlike previous embedding techniques, SDNE[10] does 
not use random walks. Instead, it tries to learn from two 
different metrics: first-order proximity (two nodes are 
considered similar if they share an edge); second-order 
proximity (two nodes are considered similar if they 
share many neighbors/neighbors) resemblance). LINE[11]  
explicitly defines two functions; one for first-order 
approximation and the other for second-order 
approximation. In experiments conducted in the original 
study, the second-order approximation performed 
significantly better than the first-order, implying that 
including higher orders may level off the improvement 
in accuracy. Previous models run the risk of getting 
stuck in local optima because their objective functions 
are non-convex. HARP[12] improves the solution and 
avoids local optima through better weight initialization 
and uses graph coarsening to aggregate related nodes 
into "super nodes", essentially a graph preprocessing 
step that simplifies the graph to speed up training.  

GCN[13] is a first-order local approximation of 
spectral graph convolution, which is a multi-layer graph 
convolutional neural network where each convolutional 
layer only processes first-order neighborhood 
information. By stacking several convolutional layers, 

information transfer in multi-order neighborhoods can 
be achieved. GCN encodes the adjacency matrix A and 
feature matrix X as embeddings H, which are then 
applied to downstream tasks. GATs[14] are improved on 
GCNs instead of using Laplacian matrices and using 
attention coefficients. To a certain extent, GATs work 
better because the correlations between vertex features 
are better incorporated into the model. Second, various 
GCN variants have been proposed to address the 
problem of learning graph embeddings. For example, 
GraphSAGE[15] samples the neighbor vertices of each 
vertex in the graph, aggregates the information 
contained in the neighbor vertices according to the 
aggregation function, and obtains the vector 
representation of each vertex in the graph for use by 
downstream tasks. GCN-LPA[16] analyzed the theoretical 
relationship between Graph Convolutional Network 
(GCN) and Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA), and 
proved that edge weights that can improve the effect of 
LPA can also improve GCN, and then use LPA as the 
regularization term of GCN , which implements SOTA 
on the node classification task. CNMPGNN[17] is based 
on the topic of common neighbors, generalizes and 
enriches structural patterns, groups one-hop neighbors 
according to CN-motifs, builds higher-order graphs, and 
makes full use of structural patterns, in several 
homogeneous and heterogeneous data. advanced results 
have been achieved on the set. ACM-GCN[18] proposes a 
new metric based on similarity matrix, considering the 
influence of graph structure and input features on GNN, 
and then proposes an Adaptive Channel Mixing (ACM) 
framework to adaptively utilize the aggregation, 
diversity and identity of channels to address harmful 
heterophilia. 
 
Mutual information (MI) in graphs measures the 
interdependence between two random variables, and 
much research work has been done on the mutual 
information of graph neural networks. DGI[19] is the 
earliest method to apply mutual information constraints 
to graph-structured data, which maximizes the mutual 
information between the global graph summary and 
each of its nodes to learn informative node 
representations. The work of DGI has also expanded a 
lot. GIC[20] adds a cluster center representation[21] on the 
basis of DGI, modifies the loss of DGI, and significantly 
improves the performance of link prediction and node 



 

classification tasks. Building on DGI, DMGI[22] devised 
a systematic approach to jointly integrate node 
embeddings from multiple graphs by introducing a 
consensus regularization framework that minimizes 
divergence between relation-type-specific node 
embeddings, and a universal discriminator that 
distinguishes real samples regardless of relation type. 

However, DGI has two major limitations. First, DGI 
ignores the interdependencies between node embeddings 
and node attributes. Second, DGI does not sufficiently 
mine various relationships between nodes. HDMI[23] 
was proposed to address two major limitations, 
designing a joint supervisory signal containing both 
external and internal mutual information through high-
order mutual information, and optimizing the 
supervisory signal using high-order deep mutual 
information maximization. CommDGI[24] proposed 
Community Graph Mutual Information Maximization 
Network, a graph neural network designed to deal with 
the community detection problem, inspired by the 
success of deep graph mutual information maximization 
in self-supervised graph learning. Similarly, GCI[25] 
exploits the community information of the network[26] 
while using nodes as positive (or real) examples and 
negative (or fake) examples. When it comes to 
heterogeneous graphs, HDGI[27] is proposed and 
converts heterogeneous graphs into homogeneous 
graphs according to different meta-paths, then fuses 
them through an attention mechanism, and finally 
optimizes with DGI loss. 

There are some other graph representation learning 
methods that employ the theory of mutual information 
maximization. VIPool[28] utilizes mutual information to 
select the node that best represents its neighborhood, 
which is the only graph pooling model based on mutual 
information maximization. CGIPool[29] considers 
information from local neighborhoods of nodes and 
global dependencies between the input and the VIPool-
based coarsened graph. MGNN[30] extends the 
framework of GNNs by exploring aggregation and 
iterative schemes in mutual information methods, and 
proposes a new method to enlarge the normal 
neighborhood in graph neural network aggregation, 
aiming to maximize mutual information. 
Scientific paper relevance matching is to judge 
whether two texts are related, or to infer the relevance 
score between two texts. This is a central issue in the 

search scenario of scientific papers. Early correlation 
matching mainly calculates the correlation according to 
the text matching scores of Query and Doc. The 
correlation feature of word matching plays an important 
role in the retrieval of scientific papers. However, literal 
matching has its limitations. For example, it cannot 
handle synonyms and polysemous words. When the 
vocabulary is completely overlapped but the semantics 
expressed are completely different, literal matching 
cannot achieve good results. The text matching methods 
of deep learning mainly include representation-based 
matching methods and interaction-based matching 
methods. 

Representation-based matching methods use deep 
learning models[31] to represent Query and Doc 
respectively, and obtain semantic matching scores by 
calculating vector similarity. The common method is to 
use pre-training and migration to obtain text 
representations. Typical models such as the Gensen 
model[32] can generalize sentence representations in 
various tasks; the Quick-thought framework[33] uses the 
current sentence To predict the meaning of connected 
sentences, it can learn sentence representations more 
effectively; while BERT[2] learns a good feature 
representation for words by running self-supervised 
learning methods on the basis of massive corpus, which 
refreshes many natural language processing methods. 
Item record; Sentence-BERT[34] pre-training model 
adopts double or triple BERT network structure, which 
greatly reduces computational overhead while ensuring 
accuracy; in order to solve the problem of unfine-tuned 
BERT, the effect of text similarity calculation task is not 
good For this problem, BERT-flow[35] reversibly maps 
the output space of BERT from a cone to a standard 
Gaussian distribution space, that is, through normalizing 
flows, the BERT sentence vector distribution is 
reversibly mapped into smooth, various Isotropic 
Gaussian distribution. Although the emergence of the 
BERT-style model has solved many discrimination 
problems, it is not ideal to use the BERT trained directly 
with unsupervised corpus for sentence representation. 
The Cross-Thought[36] model proposes an improvement 
to this problem. It designs a downstream task, directly 
optimizes the obtained sentence encoding, and uses the 
representation of other surrounding sentences to predict 
the current sentence encoding, which improves the 
sentence representation effect. 



 

Another interaction-based matching method does 
not directly learn the semantic representation vector of 
Query and Doc, but allows Query and Doc to interact in 
advance at the bottom layer of the neural network, so as 
to obtain a better text vector representation, and finally 
passes a multi-layer perceptron network. Get a semantic 
match score. Such models usually include an interaction 
layer. For example, the DIIN model[37] performs element 
product interaction on the obtained Query and Doc 
vector encoding representations at the interaction layer, 
and then processes the interactive vector encoding; the 
MCAN model[38] passes multiple Attention calls to 
model multiple views to improve performance, this 
model introduces a multicast attention mechanism to 
interact and finally aggregate Query and Doc on 
different views; the Match2 model[39] proposes a novel 
matching strategy, comparing The matching degree of 
the two queries on the same Doc is used for similarity 
matching, and the final similarity score is generated 
based on the representation and matching mode; there is 
also the HCAN model[40], which also pays attention to 
the two matching modes to obtain the final result. It 
integrates the results of semantic matching (emphasizing 
the correspondence of meaning and the structure of 
components) and the results of correlation matching 
(emphasizing the matching of keywords), and adopts a 
fully connected method to obtain the final matching 
result; the RE2 model[41] adopts a different design 
concept , keep everything simple, minimize the amount 
of parameters and operations, improve the inference 
speed and ensure a good model effect. It designs an 
enhanced residual network to retain the original 
meaning of the text to the greatest extent and prevent it 
from changing in the process of network[42][43] 
propagation. And use the traditional attention 
mechanism to achieve interaction. 

The above methods are mainly used for matching 
between short texts. In the search scenario of scientific 
papers, the length difference between Query and Doc 
needs to be considered. CIG-GCN-BERT[44] proposed a 
method to construct a long text into a concept map, 
interact with another long text through graph 
convolution, and finally get the final matching result 
through a multilayer perceptron[45]. 

Semantic Feature Learning of Scientific 
Papers 

The feature representation of scientific papers refers 
to the method that the model automatically extracts 
features or representations from the paper data, and 
maps scientific papers to the same semantic vector space, 
thereby obtaining the semantic feature vector 
representation of scientific papers. The general 
embedding system for constructing scientific papers is 
mainly divided into two parts: word embedding and 
sentence embedding.  

Word embedding methods such as word2vec[1] and 
GloVe[46] are both unsupervised word vector generation 
models. FastText[47] is an open-source, free, and 
lightweight library that allows users to learn text 
representations and text classifiers, it works on standard 
general-purpose hardware, and models can be 
downsized to fit mobile devices. To address the 
hyponymous relationship between words, a related word 
embedding projection model[48] is proposed.  

Deep Contextualized Word Representations 
(ELMo[3]) are learned functions of the internal states of 
deep bidirectional language models that model complex 
features of word usage (e.g., syntax and semantics), and 
how these usages vary across linguistic contexts (i.e., 
modeling polysemy). Arora et al. propose an 
optimization algorithm[49] that represents sentences by a 
weighted average of word vectors, and provide a 
theoretical explanation for the success of unsupervised 
methods for generating sentences for models. Quick-
thoughts[33] is a simple yet effective framework for 
learning sentence representations from unlabeled data. 
As Google proposed the Bert[2] model, pre-training 
models to solve the sentence embedding problem has 
gradually become mainstream.  

However, the sentence vectors obtained by the pre-
training model for similar sentences will be very 
different in terms of semantics. In order to solve this 
problem, the Sentence-BERT[34] model modifies the pre-
trained BERT network, which uses Siamese and ternary 
network structures. to derive semantically meaningful 
sentence embeddings, which can be compared using 
cosine similarity. In response to the problem of 
inconsistent sentence embeddings expressed in multiple 
languages, Google proposed the multilingual BERT 
embedding model of LaBSE[50], which combines the 
mask language model and the translation language 



 

model and uses a bidirectional dual encoder to predict 
the translation ranking task, trained to generate 
language-independent sentence embeddings for 109 
languages.  

The Chinese Information Processing Institute of 
Beijing Normal University in China proposed a 
Chinese-based Analytical reasoning (analogous 
reasoning) [51] task, which provided a large CA8 Chinese 
corpus, and a pre-trained embedding model, and in the 
early stage Chinese language vector On the basis of the 
research, this paper further explores the consistency of 
internal and external evaluation of word vectors, and 
proposes a method to analyze the relationship between 
internal evaluation and external evaluation of Chinese 
character embedding[52]. Compared with traditional 
embedding models, deep semantic representation 
learning[53] combines entity-rich side information (e.g. 
multimodal information, knowledge graph, meta 
information, etc.) with deep models[54][55] (e.g. 
Transformer[56], graph convolutional network[57] etc.) 
deep fusion[42], good generalization and semantic 
expression ability provide rich semantic capabilities for 
downstream application models[58]. 

Mining of Association Relationships of 
Scientific and Technological Papers 

Traditional association relation mining tasks are all 
based on the semantic association[59][60] learning method, 
which can discover similar relations between items in a 
dataset, usually focusing on the following 3 elements: 
similarity matching signal, semantic structure and global 
matching. In recent years, with the development of deep 
learning, deep correlation models have also shown 
better performance than traditional methods. The 
DRMM[61] model first builds local interaction features 
based on the basic representation vector of the text, and 
then uses a deep model to learn a hierarchical interaction 
model for matching. Importance and variety match these 
elements. 

The Fudan University team proposed the RMRN[62] 
model to solve the similarity problem of the questions 
recommended in the community answer, and find the 
answerer for the question. The model was inspired by 
the MAC (Memory, Attention, Control) gating 
mechanism, and designed a A kind of reasoning memory 
cell RMC (Reasoning Memory Cells) is used to model 
the question text, and then conduct multi-faceted 

reasoning with the historical answers of the candidate 
users, which can mine the deep connection between the 
question and the user, and provide a new idea for mining 
the association relationship of scientific papers. 
Scientific papers are different from the network and 
industry big data[63] in the general sense, so the 
construction of a knowledge representation network 
model for scientific papers[64] can effectively discover 
the correlations in massive scientific papers. Knowledge 
representation of scientific papers aims to describe the 
entities, concepts and their relationships existing in 
scientific research activities, and its essence is a 
complex network that reveals entity relationships. 

The problems involved in the construction of the 
knowledge representation network of scientific paper[65] 

include entity extraction of scientific papers, entity 
disambiguation of scientific papers, relation extraction 
of scientific papers, and relation inference of scientific 
papers. Aiming at the missing relationship between 
entity nodes in the knowledge representation network, 
Xia Wei et al. [66]used the mutual information between 
user-generated data to calculate the association 
relationship between entity nodes, and then constructed 
an entity association graph (EAG), And according to the 
structure of EAG, a superposition method is proposed to 
calculate the potential relationship between non-adjacent 
entity nodes, so as to complete the knowledge graph[67]. 
Lei Jie[68] and others established a computer-
understandable scientific research archives knowledge 
graph semantic model, which realized the intelligent 
collection of archives resources, semantic organization 
and statistical analysis of archives big data, and explored 
a new path for intelligent management of scientific 
research archives. 

With the development of projects such as public 
association datasets, the research on association graph[69] 

has gradually deepened. In the association graph, the 
relationship is used to connect two entities to describe 
the relationship between the entities, so as to form a 
complex association graph. Neil Veira et al. [70] integrate 
textual information by adding entity embeddings and 
associated word embeddings to incorporate textual data 
into knowledge graph embeddings. This unsupervised 
method does not modify the optimization objective of 
knowledge graph embeddings, which allows it to be 
compatible with existing embedding models. integrated. 
Existing methods generally use the graph network 



 

structure to mine associations. Traditional deep 
convolutional networks such as convolutional neural 
networks[71] and recurrent neural networks[72] are no 
longer applicable, but graph convolutional networks[73] 
can capture graphs. Rich semantic relationships in 
structured data, and mining the features and associations 
between nodes in the graph. R-GCN[74] is related to a 
recent class of neural networks operating on graphs and 
was specially developed to handle the highly multi-
relational data features of real-world knowledge bases. 
Relational vectorized graph convolutional network VR-
GCN[75] simultaneously learns the embeddings of graph 
entities and relations for multi-relational networks. The 
role distinction and translation features of knowledge 
graphs are used in the convolution process. Since then, a 
VR-GCN based alignment framework has been 
developed for the multi-relational network alignment 
task. In response to the missing problem in existing 
knowledge graphs, a popular method is to generate low-
dimensional embedding vectors of entities and 
relationships and use these for inference. Shikhar 
Vashishth et al. [76] proposed the InteractE method to 
enhance features in knowledge graphs correlation 
between the vectors and achieved the best results. 

Search Strategies for Scientific Papers 

Text matching methods include algorithms such as 
BoW[47], TF-IDF[77], BM25, Jaccard[78], SimHash, etc. 
Although this can mainly solve the matching problem at 
the lexical level, it has a great impact on matching 
algorithms based on lexical matching[79]. From the 
application of deep learning in matching models, the 
models can be divided into: single-semantic model[80]: 
directly calculates the similarity distance between two 
sentences, which may lose local feature information; 
multi-semantic model[81]: considers Local feature 
information to calculate similarity from multiple 
perspectives[82]; matching matrix model[83]: two 
sentences interact first, and then the similarity is 
calculated through neural network. 

DSSM (Deep Structured Semantic Models)[84] are 
latent semantic models with deep structure that project 
queries and documents into a common low-dimensional 
space, where the relevance of documents for a given 
query is easily computed as the relationship between 
them distance. The proposed deep structured semantic 
model is discriminatively trained by maximizing the 

conditional likelihood of the clicked document given the 
query using click data. CDSSM (convolutional latent 
semantic model) [85] is a new latent semantic model 
based on convolutional neural network for learning low-
dimensional semantic vectors for search queries and 
web documents, which can solve the problem of DSSM 
model losing contextual information. H. Palangi et al. [86] 
proposed to use LSTM-DSSM (Long-Short-Term 
Memory) to capture long-distance context features, 
which is a deep structured semantic model or deep 
semantic similarity model (DSSM) and LSTM network. 
Semantics-adversarial and Media-adversarial Cross-
media Retrieval method (SMCR)[87] is proposed to 
minimizes the loss of intra-media discrimination loss, 
inter-media consistency loss, and inra-semantics 
discrimination loss. 

For the multi-view problem of matching sentences, 
the MV-DSSM[88] model was proposed to solve this 
problem from the information source, while the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences team proposed a new deep 
architecture[89] to match two sentences with multiple 
positional sentence representations. Specifically, each 
location sentence representation is the sentence 
representation of that location, generated by 
bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM), 
which exploits the rich context of the entire sentence to 
capture the contextual local information in each location 
sentence representation. The interactions between these 
different positional sentence representations are 
aggregated through k-Max pooling and multilayer 
perceptrons, resulting in a matching score. 

Relevance can be abstracted to a certain extent as 
the semantic similarity between doc and query. The 
current research on semantic similarity[90] is very mature. 
Jun Xu et al. [91] once conducted deep learning matching 
in search and recommendation. For a very 
comprehensive review, in terms of semantic matching, 
everyone's focus is often on how to define "matching", 
especially how to better match the encoding content of 
the two. However, in fact, in the application process, 
there is still a big gap between relevance and similarity, 
because small changes in search content will bring large 
changes in semantic intent. 

Thanh V. Nguyen et al. proposed the QUARTS 
model[92], a deep end-to-end model that learns to 
efficiently classify mismatches and generate 
mismatched examples to improve the classifier by using 



 

real samples and generated samples A latent variable is 
introduced in the alternating cross-entropy loss to train 
the model end-to-end. This not only makes the classifier 
more robust, but also improves the overall ranking 
performance. As the amount of data grows, some pre-
trained semantic models introduce two pre-training tasks, 
MLM (Masked Language Model) [93] and NSP (Next 
Sentence Prediction, NSP) [94], such as Baidu ERNIE[95] 
which incorporates more external knowledge, Tsinghua 
ERNIE[96], K-BERT[97]. 

Conclusion 

The search and correlation mining of scientific 
papers is an unavoidable process for researchers to carry 
out scientific research work. The search of scientific 
papers is different from the keyword matching method 
of the traditional search mode. It has efficient and 
accurate search requirements, and it is necessary to 
further explore the correlation in the scientific papers in 
the search results. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out 
feature semantics based on the existing scientific papers. 
learning to discover potential semantic associations in 
scientific papers, thereby recalling higher quality search 
results. 
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